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SUMMARY

The computer code, TRUST, provides a versatile tool to solve a wide spec-
trum of fluid flow problems arising in variably saturated deformable porous
media. The governing equations express the conservation of fluid mass in an
elemental volume that has a constant volume of solid. Deformation of the skel-
eton may be nonelastic.

Permeability and compressibility coefficients may be nonlinearly related
to effective stress. Relationships between permeability ad saturation with
pore water pressure in the unsaturated zone may include hysteresis. The code
developed by T. N. Narasimhan grew out of the original TRUMP code written by

A. L. Edwards. The code uses an integrated finite difference algorithm for

numerically solving the governing equation. Marching in time is performed by

a mixed explicit-implicit numerical procedure in which the time step is inter-

nally controlled. The time step control and related feature in the TRUST code

provide an effective control of the potential numerical instabilities that can

arise in the course of solving this difficult class of nonlinear boundary value
problem. This document brings together the equations, theory, and users manual
for the code as well as a sample case with input and output.

v
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Area or a constant

a Coefficient in a quadratic equation, (1)

av Coefficient of compressibility, (LT2/M)

B A constant

b Coefficient in a quadratic equation, (1)

C Specific moisture capacity, (i/L)

Cc Compression index; slope of the e versus log a' straight line in
the normal consolidation region, (1)

Ck Slope of the e versus log k straight line, (1)

Cs Swelling index; slope of the e versus log a' straight line in the
rebound region, (1)

Coefficient of consolidation, (L2/T)

d L Dimension factor, length, (L)

dw Dimension factor, width, (L)

dr Dimension factor, radius, (L)

dt'm Perpendicular distance from nodal point to the interface between
elements and m, (L)

Eg Difference in of an implicit element over two successive

iterations, (L)

EX Value of E at pth iteration, (L)

e Void ratio, (1)

e Void ratio at reference effective stress (1)

F Flow per unit area, (L /L2)

Fc Factor used in estimating time derivatives, (1)
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G Intensity of source or sink integrated over a finite subregion, (M/T)

G Source or sink at element , (M/T)

g Gravitational constant, (L/T2)

H Fluid mass content, (M)

AHnPet Net change in fluid mass content of all implicit elements, betweennet
iterations p and (p - 1), (M)

hsb Fluid transfer coefficient, (l/T)

K Hydraulic conductivity, (L/T)

k Absolute permeability, (12)

kd Symmetry indicator, (1)

ko Absolute permeability at reference void ratio eo, (L2)

kj Intrinsic permeability of element (L )

Mean permeability evaluated at the interface between elements and
(12)

Li} Factors, such that area A

Mc Fluid mass capacity, (M/IL)

Mcyc Maximum number of time step, (1)

Msec Maximum number of seconds of machine time, (T)

MSys System fluid

McL Fluid mass ca element l, (M/L)

Mcnet Net fluid mass capacity of all the implicit elements in the system,
(M/L)

mc Specific fluid mass capacity, (M/L4)

Mc ,n Specific fluid mass capacity of node n, (M/L4)

mi Coefficient of volumetric compressibility, (LT2/M)
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Nb Surface node number, (1)

Np Number of time step remaining until next printout time, (1)

Ns Boundary node number, (1)

n Porosity, (1)

n Unit outer normal, (1)

p Pressure, (M/LT2), or iteration number, (1)

pO Reference pressure, (M/LT2)

Rs Ratio used in control of time step, (1)

Rs Ratio used in control of time step, (1)

r Radial distance, (L)

S Saturation, (1)

Sd Scale factor, (1)

Sr Residual saturation, (1)

Ss Specific storage coefficient, (1/L)

s Acceleration factor, (1)

t Time, (T)

tg ,n Half life, (T)

At Time interval, (T)

At Stability limit of time constant of element 1., (T)

Large Largest time step allowable, (T)

Atmax Maximum time step size at which certain explicit elements would

require classification as implicit elements, (T)

Atsmall Smallest time step allowable, (T)

atstab Largest stable time step for explicit zones, (T)

U,b Surface conductance between element and the external surroundings,

(M/LT)
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ULM Conductance of the interface between x and n, (M/LT)

V Bulk volume of a finite subregion, (L3)

V Average bulk volume of a finite subregion during a time interval, (L3)

Vs Volume of solids, (L3)

Yv Volume of voids, (L3)

w Total quantity of fluid, (H)

z Elevation head, (L)

2t Elevation of the nodal point (L)

Z Sum of the conductances of all the surface segments bounding element
(L /T)

Zm Total conductance for node n,

A constant or volumetric coefficient, (1)

Coefficient of compressibility of water, (LT2/M), or exponent for d (1)

r Surface bounding a finite subregion, (L )

Interface between elements and m (L2)

y n 2/t

YW Specific weight of water, (M/L2T2)

EV Volumetric strain, (1)

n A constant, (1)

a Volumetric moisture content, (1), or angle in the x-y plane, (rad)

A Interpolation factor, (1)

p Coefficient of viscosity, (M/LT)

v Product of var and of the number of iterations required for con-
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PW Mass density of water, (M/L3)
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TRUST: A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR VARIABLY SATURATED
FLOW IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL, DEFORMABLE MEDIA

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

The use of partially saturated flow analysis and the computer modeling of
such systems is important in many different areas of application. Among these
are the variety of problems in irrigation and drainage of agricultural soils,
the environmental assessment of waste repositories and waste burial facilities,

and the numerous applications in the mining industry ranging from enhancement

of mineral recovery to providing for improved tailings disposal methods.

The common feature in all of these application areas is the significance

of gradual movement of water through porous materials under conditions where
part of the pores in the material are water-filled and the remaining larger

pores or voids are filled with air. This important class of flow problems is

described by the classical nonlinear Richards' equation (Richards 1931) and its

natural extensions. The multitude of important problems in many different

applications has been an important driving force to develop multi-dimensional

partially saturated models over the last two decades.

Progress in multidimensional partially saturated flow modeling has been

slow and at times seemingly faultering. That slowness of model development has
been primarily associated with numerical solution difficulties arising from the
basic nonlinearity of the equations. The progress has been further complicated
by the numerical instability difficulties being minor for some problems while

being very severe for other problems. For example, in humid-climate situations

and in problems where the porous material is initially very wet or saturated

and then gradually drains, the numerical instability may be almost nonexistent.

However, if an arid climate is involved, where the porous materials are initially

very dry and water is added, i.e., the wetting of a desiccated material is

involved, then very large numerical instabilities generally may occur. These

large instabilities occur as the advancing wetting front moves into the drier

surrounding material. The greater the moisture contrast across the wetting

front, the steeper the moisture gradient in the front, which gives rise to

greater numerical instability.
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Though not always generally cited in the technical literature, there have
been numerous cases where a partially saturated model that was developed and
used very satisfactorily for drainage problems or was applied primarily under

humid type conditions has failed to provide stable and useful results when
applied to desiccated soils in, for example, an arid climatic region. Accord-

ingly, caution must be exercised when selecting a partially saturated flow model

for multi-dimensional problems involving desiccated soils, to be sure it con-

tains good numerical stability controls. These controls should include times

step control, upstream weighting of conductances when appropriate and perhaps

control of the degree of moisture saturation change in critical elements. It

may also be useful to apply the correlation presented by Finlayson, 1976, as
an overall measure of the degree of numerical difficulty associated with par-

ticular problems to be solved. A little experience using the Finlayson cor-
relation can provide helpful guidance for a specific new problem.

1.2 USE OF TRUST WITH URANIUM MILL TAILINGS

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission sponsored a study performed by the
Pacific Northwest Laboratory on the Reduction of Seepage from Buried Uranium

Mill Tailings (Nelson, et al., 1980) at a specific site in Wyoming. The analysis

involved the combined partially saturated and saturated modeling of four tailings

management alternatives. The site being in the arid west involved severely
desiccated soils with sharp advancing wetting fronts. Careful consideration

of some of the available computer models resulted in selection of the TRUST code
for evaluating the management alternatives. The excellent performance of the
code under the very difficult numerical condition experienced in analyzing the

Wyoming site, convinced the PNL staff of the general applicability of TRUST

to the NRC needs.

Accordingly PHL joined with one of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)

staff to provide thorough documentation of the TRUST code. Dr. T. N. Narasimhan

of LBL was responsible for previously formulating and providing in finished form

the TRUST code to solve combined partially saturated and saturated flow in deform-

able media (Narasimhan 1975; Karasimhan and Witherspoon 1976, 1977, and 1978,

Narasimhan, Witherspoon and Edwards 1978). The TRUST code grew out of the original
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TRUMP code for thermal modeling. The TRUMP model was written by Arthur L. Edward

(1968) of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. In several places in the material
to follow the updated documentation of TRUMP by Mr. Edwards was liberally refer-

enced in the course of providing the detailed TRUST documentation.

1.3 THE TRUST PROGRAM

use of TRUST will be described as an overview. Next the more detailed descrip-

tion of the underlying physical effects and the method of numerical solution

will be discussed.

1.3.1 Philosophy of TRUST

The basic motivation in developing the original TRUST algorithm was to

have-a fairly general computational tool to implement the mass conservation

equation over complex, multidimensional flow regions occupied by porous mate-

rials under conditions of variable saturation and deformation. The simple, one-

dimensional deformation assumption of Terzaghi has helped dispense with the

need to solve an additional set of stress-strain equation, while still enabling

the consideration of matrix deformation in so far as it affects fluid flow.

Viewed in this phenomenological context, the TRUST approach provides a powerful,

versatile tool to solve a wide spectrum of fluid flow problems arising in dis-

ciplines such as hydrogeology, soil mechanics, soil physics, rock-mechanics,

and related subjects. The following list enumerates some of the problems which

have been solved in the past using TRUST: settlement and consolidation in

soft-clay systems under constant or variable loads; deformation of organic

soils undergoing drainage and desaturation; simulation of drainage and infiltra-

tion in variably saturated columns, ditches and sand boxes; slug tests, constant
rate or constant drawdown well-tests in porous media with single or multiple-
fractures; internal drainage into mines expanding with time; response of an

aquifer-well system of earthquakes or earth tides; and so on.

In order that the versatility of the tool is preserved, it is necessary

that the data-input structure is kept flexible and general. For this reason,

it is important to make special note of the following two special features of
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TRUST: a) the computational model considers pressure-dependent density vari-

ations of water and conserves the mass of water, and b) the physical parameters
in the governing equation are used in their primitive forms. Although options

are available to employ familiar forms rather than primitive forms of the para-

meters, it is felt that a greater inter-disciplinary flexibility is afforded by

the latter. Thus, intrinsic permeability, fluid viscosity, fluid density and

gravitational constants are separately input rather than hydraulic conductivity;

so also, fluid mass capacity, assembled from deformation and desaturation para-

meters is physically more realistic than the traditional concept of specific

storage. In addition, the organization of the input of the geometric data in

the TRUST approach is such that the algorithm does not intrinsically differ-

entiate between a one-, two-, or three-dimensional problem. In a sense this

enables one to have the invariant physics in focus while using TRUST.

For the aforesaid reasons, it is suggested that a physics-based approach
will help in a better interpretation of TRUST output and a strong logical basis
for trouble-shooting.

1.3.2 TRUST Overview

TRUST is a computer program that implements the equation of mass conser-
vation over explicitly defined discrete subdomains of the flow region of inter-
est. The mass conservation may be represented in an integral form as;

in which G. is the rate of fluid production from element L bounded by the
closed surface rd; is the density of the fluid at the surface segment dr,

v is the mean value of permeability at dr; 9 is acceleration due to gravity;

is coefficient of viscosity; is elevation, is pressure head; is unit

outer normal to dr; is the fluid mass capacity of the element is

total derivative and is the mean fluid pressure head over element In
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Equation (1.1) k and are both functions of and especially so if the

element Is partially saturated. In partially saturated systems, in Equa-

tion (1.1) is to be treated as the product of absolute permeability and rela-

tive permeability.

The partial differential equation equivalent to Equation (1.1) is a gen-

eralization of Richards Equation (Richards, 1931) and may be written as:

which is obtained by normalizing Equation (1.1) with reference to the bulk

volume V of element and letting the maximum dimension of to tend, in the

limit, to zero. In Equation (1.2) is the fluid generation rate per unit

volume of the elemental subdomain and m is specific fluid mass capacity

In both Equations (1.1) and (1.2) the volume element is defined in a

Lagrangian sense, assuming it to have a constant volume of incompressible solids.

The storage terms, and mc incorporate deformation of the porous medium

and the fluid as well as the desaturation of the pores. The matrix deforma-

tion is handled through the simple one-dimensional deformation assumption of

Terzaghi.

The parameters in Equations (1.1) or (1.2) can be functions of space, time

or The boundary conditions may be in the form or prescribed fluxes, pre-

scribed potentials or a combination of the two (as in the case of the seepage

face). The initial conditions may be arbitrary.

The numerical method is an Integral Finite Difference Method (IFDM:

Narasimhan and Witherspoon, 1976) in which physical quantities such as poten-

tial, density, void ratio and sautration, are properly defined averages over

defined subdomains. In addition to this integral basis, the IFDM employs finite

difference gradients for implementing Darcy's Law.

And finally, TRUST uses a mixed explicit-implicit approach, in setting

up the final matrix of equations. The mixed explicit-implicit approach

devised originally by Edwards (1968) recognizes the fact that in a flow region
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with volume elements having widely varying time constants (stable time steps),
isolated groups of elements with relatively small time constants are only weakly
coupled to each other through other elements with larger time constants. A
practical consequence of this recognition is, that over a time step of a given
at, it is necessary to solve simultaneous equations only for the isolated groups

of elements with time constants less than At. In other words, the large matrix
of the entire flow region is partitioned into one or more submatrices for pur-

poses of matrix solution, leading to efficiency of computation. Currently,

TRUST uses a Point-Jacobi type iterative scheme with an acceleration factor

(Edwards 1968) for solving the implicit equations.
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2.0 USE OF TRUST

2.1 GENERAL

Use of TRUST to solve problems can be broadly subdivided into the follow-

ing steps, each of which will be discussed in detail in the following sections:

1. Definition of problem: Describing the system geometry, materials, the
equations to be solved, including initial and boundary conditions, modes
of fluid production and transport, the questions to be answered,.and the

1 required accuracy.

2. Development of calculational model: Simplifying, if required, the prob-
lem description; subdivision of the system into discrete nodes; assigning

identification numbers to materials, nodes, and boundary nodes; specify-
ing initial and boundary conditions .and modes of fluid production for

each node; and modes of fluid transport between all connected nodes;

specifying controls on the method and accuracy of the calculation, the
criteria for ending the problem, and the production of output data.

3. Preparation of input data; punching items for each data block on cards,
organizing data blocks into data decks, stacking data decks for multiple-
problem computer runs, addition of any necessary TRUST control cards.

4. Submission of job, interruption and restart of long problems; card, tape,
and output retrieval.

5. Evaluation of calculation results: checking input data; checking output
data; determining cause of any errors; dumps, or unexpected results;

checking final results for accuracy and consistency; determining require-

ments for additional calculations; generalization of results.

2.2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

2.2.1 Definition of Problem

2.2.1.1 Synopsis of Governing Equations

The fundamental equation of transient groundwater motion is an equation
of mass conservation and can be expressed as (Narasimhan and Witherspoon,
1977).
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Equation (2.1) is derived from the mass conservation equation in an integral

form for a flow region which deforms with time. Assumptions were made that

Dz/Dt = 0, implying that z is fixed during the time interval and that if pw,

V. n and S are functions only of A, then e s nS. G is a source term.

The right-hand side of Equation (2.1) can be expressed as

Parameter Mc represents the mass of fluid which the volume V can absorb due

to a unit change in the average value of go over V. The three terms on the

right-hand side represents the compressibility of water, deformability of soil

skeleton and desaturability of pores.

2.2.1.2 Discretization of the Equation

Consider an appropriately small subregion of the flow region (Figure 2.1)

over which the variation of is not rapid, and let the average properties of

this volume element be associated with a representative nodal point Further-

more, let the volume element be so chosen that the lines joining the nodal

point to its neighbors be normal to the interfaces between the respective

elements. It is assumed that the average properties, such as that is associ-

ated with each nodal point are functions only of time, while the spatial varia-

tion of these average properties between adjacent nodal points can be represented
by a simple linear relation which is independent of time. Then, applying (2.1)

to the element in Figure 1, we can write
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[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

FIGURE 2.1. Volume Element Associated with Nodal Point

Note that the quantity within the summation sign in (2.3) represents the flux

rate across the interface between elements and m. The quantities k and

in (2.3) are therefore to be evaluated at the interface between the elements.

When there is material heterogeneity and elements and are composed of dif-

ferent materials, a harmonic mean permeability (Edwards 1968; Narasimhan 1975)

is used in order to preserve continuity of flux at the interface. Thus

The harmonic mean value is especially appropriate when there is a step-wise

change in k at the interface. For convenience,the conductance of the interface

between element and m is defined by
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Physically, denotes the rate of flux across the interface due to a
unit difference between

In the light of (2.6), (2.3) becomes

Assuming and to be constants during if we let and
in (2.7), where the superscript 0 denotes the known initial values

at the beginning of the interval , we obtain

In (2.8) all the quantities are known except Equation (2.8) is hence
explicit, and can be computed by the simple relation

For an element whose boundary surface may partly coincide with portions
of the boundary of the overall flow region, (2.9) could be generalized as

where the subscript b denotes boundary values.
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Despite its simplicity, the explicit-equation is limited to small time

steps, since the solution of (2.10) can become unstable with time if exceeds

a critical value. The phenomenon of stability, however, is local in nature

(Richtmeyer and Morton 1967). On the basis of physical considerations

(Dusinberre 1961; Narasimhan 1975) or an analysis of error propagation

(O'Brien et al. 1951; Evans et al. 1954) it can be shown that the time step

which is critical to instability of-the solution in the vicinity of element

is given by

In order to be able to progress rapidly in the time domain using conven-

iently large time steps we seek to write (2.7) in an implicit form by letting

and to be appropriate averages over Thus,

and obtain

Note that for (2.14) reduces to (2.10). The three cases,

0.5, and are known as forward differencing, central differencing,

and backward differencing procedures, respectively.
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By collecting similar terms, can be split up into an explicit and an

implicit component. Thus from (2.14) and (2.10),

The local nature of stability and the form of (2.15) suggest that in order to
carry out the solution process over the whole flow domain, one could first
compute for all the nodal points in the flow region and compute the
implicit correction only for those elements whose stability limit is exceeded
by

2.2.1.3 Fluid Mass Capacity

Each term of the fluid mass capacity, Mc, (Equation 2.2), is evaluated

as follows:

(1) Equation of State. The dependence of on fluid pressure p is

given by

where,

density of water at atmospheric pressure
pore water pressure head

coefficient of compressibility of water

Differentiating (2.16) we obtain

since

(2) Deformation of Soil Skeleton. In one-dimensional consolidation theory,
effective stress at a point is defined by the relation
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Between saturated soils, in which capillary and mechanical stresses may

be fully equivalent, and extremely dry soils, in which capillary and mechanical

stresses have no equivalence, lie partially saturated soils of moderate to

high saturation, in which moisture suction is only partly convertible to mechan-

ical stress. To accommodate this situation, a modified form of (2.18) has been

proposed by Bishop (1960) and by McMurdie and Day (1960):

Parameter X has been empirically determined for some compacted soils and has

a strong nonlinear relation to saturation. Thus

If we assume a to be constant, (2.19) yields

in which In the light of (2.20), the second term becomes

The slope of the e versus at curve as in Figure 2.2A at any point of

interest is called the coefficient of compressibility av defined by

in which the negative sign accounts for the fact that e decreases with increas-

ing a'. Moreover, because of the nonlinear relationship between e and a', a,

itself is a function of

Closely related to is the empirical parameter, volumetric compressibility:
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FIGURE 2.2. Variation of Void Ratio in Relation to Effective Stress.
(A) Cartesian plot. (B) Semi-Log Plot. (Unpublished
data from W. N. Houston, University of California,
Berkeley 1974).

where is the volumetric strain given by . The quantities a and Mv

are related by

(2.24)

Analysis of a large number of uniaxial test data indicates that a plot of
e versus log is approximately a straight line (Figure 2.2B). The slope of
the best-fitting straight line is called the *compression index" C in the case
of the virgin curve and the 'swelling Index' Cs in the case of the rebound curve.
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Using the chain rule of differentiation, we find that

In the present model, the time effects are ignored and e is treated as a function
of only. Combining (2.21) and (2.22), we get

Or, making use of (2.26), we have

3. Desaturation of Pores. The dependence of S on for is not

unique but is characterized by a multiple-valued hysteresis relationship as

shown in Figure 2.3.

Consider a saturated soil with and apply suction. The soil does

not physically desaturate until the applied suction exceeds a critical "air

entry'" value A. In the range the soil remains saturated but has

a negative pore pressure. The capillary fringe in natural soils coincides

with this range in the values of
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FIGURE 2.3. Variation of Saturation
with Pressure Head for
Del Monte Sand (after
Liakopoulos 1965)

Once the threshold air entry value is reached, the S versus relation

follows the drying curve. If at any point in the drying curve the process is

reversed, a hysteresis effect as shown by the scanning curve In Figure 2.3

results. The drying and the wetting curves form the boundaries of the hysteresis

loop, within which the position of the scanning curve depends on the saturation

history.

The slope of the drying, wetting, or scanning curve at any point of interest

may be called the "specific saturation capacity" and is a measure of the ability

of the soil to absorb or release water from storage due to saturation changes.

If porosity is assumed constant, as is customary in soil physics literature,

then

It is obvious from Figure 2.3 that dS/ and de/ are strong multiple-valued

functions of Substituting (2.29) into the last term on the right-hand side

of (2.2) and recognizing that we see that
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(4) Final Expression for Mc. We obtain a final expression for Mc by
substituting (2.17), (2.27), and (2.30) into (2.2):

Or using (2.28), we can use instead of a and write

Note that in (2.31) and.(2.32) the quantities and e are all func-

tions of and change continuously with time. The parameter and is

also a function of , since S is related to

2.3 A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM

The TRUST algorithm, derived from the TRUMP code developed by Edwards

(1968; 1972) essentially consists in solving, either explicitly or implicitly,

Equation (2.15) to obtain where ... , denotes each volume

element for which has to be computed. The algorithm has two unique fea-
tures, both of which were originated by Edwards. These are:

a) To first compute for all nodes using Equation (2.9) and then

to evaluate the extra term on the right-hand side of Equation (2.15)

only for those for which the chosen at exceeds the stable time-step

The philosphical impact of this is that in complex, heterogene-
ous systems it is possible to have isolated small regions undergoing rapid

changes in potential separated by regions of relatively sluggish changes
in potentials. In such a case, the coupling between the fast-reacting

isolated regions is quite weak and one can conveniently decouple them

during any given time-step. From a computational point of view, the

large matrix of the entire system is partitioned into several smaller

submatrices.
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b) The parameter A is calculated for each time-step depending on the

of the system. In general, 0.57 < X < 1.0. This provides for improved

time-integration of quantities.

The algorithms employs a quasi-linearization approach to handling time-

or independent quantities, such as k, MC, and GI and an accelerated Point-Jacobi-

type iteration scheme, for solving the set of implicit equations.

While the iterative scheme is ideally suited for three-dimensional prob-

lems which may preclude the use of direct solvers for solutions due to large

band-widths, the quasi-linearized, iterative solution may lead to failure of

convergence or undesirably small time-steps when non-linearities are pronounced.

Such is indeed the case with infiltration problems involving sharp fronts.

This troublesome aspect of the current version of TRUST can be reduced

by using a direct solver instead of the iterative solver whenever possible.

A direct solver especially suited for this is the package "MA28", developed by

Duff (1977) from Harwell in England. This package has a special feature of

permuting the rows and columns of the conductance matrix, which is ideally

suited for partitioning the matrix in the manner already described.

A second possibility to increase the time-step size for severely non-

linear problems is to use the Newton-Raphson scheme or a similar procedure to

iterate on the non-linearities.
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF CALCULATIONAL MODEL

3.1 GENERAL

The next step is to translate Equation (2.15) into a calculational model.

It is desirable to simplify problem complexities by taking advantage of particular

physical features. In symmetrical problems, planes of symmetry may be replaced

by impermeable surfaces. In case of complex geometry and heterogeneity, it is

desirable to limit implicit calculations to the smallest possible regions that

may be essentially decoupled during a given time step by intervening regions

that may be treated explicity. In addition, it is often possible to simplify

the geometry considerably by replacing complex shapes with simpler shapes of

equivalent volume and resistance to fluid flow. Several geometric models may be

tried for the same system to determine the effects on the results.

The system thus chosen for study must be subdivided into regions composed

of different materials, each with specified properties. If density, hydraulic

conductivity, or moisture capacity vary continuously with spatial location in

some region, the degree of subdivision into materials with discrete properties

depends on the required accuracy in describing those properties. If values of

material properties are uncertain, calculations should be made for a range of

values, to determine the effect on the results.

Each region may be subdivided into volume elements, or nodes, each of

which may have a different initial constant or tabulated fluid generation rate,

and modes of fluid transport in relation to other nodes. Each node on a perme-

able surface may have a different boundary condition. Nodes may be of any

size and shape, with any number of internal and external fluid transport con-

nections. Each node must contain a representative nodal point, which may be

located anywhere within or on the surface of the node. Maximum accuracy in

transient problems is obtained if the node shapes and nodal point locations

are chosen so that lines joining the nodal points of connected nodes are

perpendicularly bisected by the connected area. In steady state problems,

the solution is independent of the moisture capacity associated with each

node, so the nodal points may be located anywhere, without loss of accuracy.

The required fineness of subdivision of each material region into nodes

depends on the degree to which properties, initial and boundary conditions,
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fluid generation rates and resulting distributions vary with spatial location,

and the required accuracy in fitting the values. In general, less total effort

and machine time are required if calculations are made for a crude subdivision,

then successively finer subdivisions of the system, until no appreciable dif-

ference is found in the results, rather than beginning with excessively fine

subdivisions. Often it is apparent from the first calculation which regions

require finer subdivisions and which do not.

Allowable problem size limits for various versions of TRUST are summarized

in Table 3.1. These limits can be changed relatively easily by changing the

array sizes.

TABLE 3.1. Problem Size Limits

Size-Limit Size
Item Data Block Parameter Limit

Materials 2 M2 10

Fluid Properties 3 M 1

Nodes 4 M4 300

Internal Connections 5 O5 600

External Connections 6 M6 20

Boundary Nodes 7 20

Fluid Generation Tables 8 H8 100

Initial Conditions 9 M4 300

Table Lengths 2,6,7,8 H9 100

The criteria for ending the calculation must be determined, and may include

pressures falling outside a specified range, time reaching a specified limit,

number of time steps or amount of machine time reaching specified limits, or

attainment of steady state. These criteria are discussed more fully in

Section 3.11.

The user can choose between several options for the type of difference

equations and methods of controlling the size of the time step. A choice

must be made between the available options for frequency and type of numerical

output produced during and at the end of the problem (see Section 3.14), to

obtain those results necessary to answer the questions asked.
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3.2 UNIT SYSTEMS

In general, any consistent set of units may be used for the input data.

However, the unit of time must be chosen so that all time steps required in

the calculation are in the range from 10-10 to 1012, except for the first time

step, which is always 10 12.

Typical units are given for many quantities in this report, to clarify

the meaning or use of the quanitites. Output quantities appearing on printouts

will be in the same unit system as input data.

3.3 NUMBERING SYSTEMS FOR MATERIALS AND NODES

Each material, system node, and boundary node must be identified by a

nonzero integer number, for use in cross-referencing data in different blocks

of the input data deck. The numbering system for each group is independent

of all others. Within each group, all items must have unique numbers. The
only limitation on the size of the numbers is that they must fit within the
five-column fields on the data cards, i.e., all numbers from -9999 to 99999,

except zero, are allowed. Numbers need not be in sequence, and the choice of

numbers has no effect on the running time of the problem.

In complex geometries, it is often convenient to use a node numbering con-

vention in which different groups of digits in the node number represent
coordinates or zones in different directions in the system.

The size.of the input data deck can be considerably reduced if groups of

nodes or connectors have identical descriptions, or when Kd is 2 or 3, differ
only by a constant incremental increase in radius dr (DRAD). Such sequences
can be specified with only one card, or two cards when dr is incremented, if
the nodes involved are numbered in an arithmetic sequence. When dr is constant
the first item in the sequence is described, and the number of additional items,
and the incremental change in node numbers specified. When dr is incremented,
the first item in the sequence is described normally. On the next card (follow-
ing any table associated with the first item, in BLOCK 6), the second item in
the sequence is described, with a minus sign preceding dr (DRAD), and the

number of additional items in the sequence, and the incremental change in node
number specififed. This procedure may be used in BLOCKs 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10
of the input data deck.
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Materials may also be assigned names consisting of up to five Hollerith

characters. These are used in the program only to make identification of the

materials easier in the input card decks and in printed output data.

3.4 GEOMETRIC SYMMETRY AND SCALE

A symmetry indicator Kd (KD) may be specified in data BLOCK 1, to control

the way in which node volumes and connection areas are calculated from input

data in BLOCKs 4, 5, and 6. Details of these calculations are given in

Sections 3.6, 3.9, and 3.10 below. The choices of Kd are 1, 2, or 3, for

systems with no symmetry center or axis, systems with an axis of symmetry, or

systems with a center of symmetry, respectively. Simple examples of these

three types are systems in which nodes are bounded by the orthogonal surfaces

of a rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical coordinate system, respectively.

A geometric scale factor Sd (SCALE) may also be specified in data BLOCK 1.
All linear dimensions specified in BLOCKs 4, 5, 6, and 10 will be multiplied

by Sd, so that areas will scale as Sd and volumes as S 3

If different parts of the system are most conveniently described by use

of different values of Kd or Sd' the input data may be subdivided into two or

more sections. Each section may consist of type A data blocks (see Section 4.2)

preceded by a BLOCK 1 with the desired values of Kd and Sd specified.

3.5 MATERIALS AND SYSTEM PROPERTIES

In deforming porous or fractured media it is necessary to provide certain

system properties in addition to the properties of individual materials. The

system properties so required include: the initial drying or wetting state of

the system (APATH); the elevation to the land surface from zero datum (THICK;

typical units, m) and the average specific gravity or relative density of the

flow region material defined as the ratio of the average density of the material

to that of water (RD). In addition, two additional parameters XF and QOVERH

can be used if dimensionless quantities such as tD and PD are to be printed out

for flow of water to wells in aquifers with or without a fracture.
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Each material must be assigned a Hollerith name (AMAT) and a material num-

ber (MAT). In general, values must be specified for permeability and storage,

each of which may be either constant or dependent on pressure-head, Several

options are available in this regard. Due to the varieties of nomenclatures and

conventions prevalent in various disciplines such as soil physics, soil mechanics

and hydrogeology, it has not yet been possible to standardize the options.

Further improvements are possible.

Permeability (CONT; typical units, m2) may be either constant or may be

variable. When it is variable, it can be used in combination with LTABK to

make it either an analytical function or a tabulated function of . Or, if

used in combination with CK, EK and CONZ, it could be a function of void ratio

The storage parameter, in the simplest case is the quantity specific storage

(SS; typical units, 1/L) which shall always remain constant. For handling

storage in a more physically realistic fashion, the deformability of the

matrix (AV or CC) and the desaturability of the medium (through a table a

saturation versus ) must be used. In this case, the reference void ratio

EZ and the corresponding effective stress PZ must be specified. Hysteresis

effects in the k versus relation and S versus , relation can be handled

through the use of scanning curves.

3.5.1 Fluid

In order to benefit from the generality and power of the computational

model, fluid properties are kept distinct from material properties. The

required fluid properties include, viscosity (VISC; typical units, kg/m-sec);

compressability (BETA; typical units 1/pascal); and density at atmospheric

pressure (RHOZ; typical units, kg/m 3).

3.6 NODES

3.6.1 General

Each node must be assigned an identification number N (NODE) for use in

referring to the node in various input data blocks. The identification number

of the material of which the node consists (NODMAT) must be specified. The



node may be classified "special" by specifying a non-zero value of Ks (KS)
(see Section 3.12).

Three dimensional factors, dL (DLONG), dw (DWIDE), and dr (DRAD), must be

specified in input data BLOCK 4 for nodes with finite volume. The volume of
the node will be calculated as follows:

where a is 1, 2n, or 4Tr, and i is 1, 1, or 2, if Kd (KD) is 1, 2, or 3,
respectively. Sd (SCALE) is the scale factor. Any dimensional factors that
result in the correct volume according to Equation (3.1) may be specified.
When KD is 1, the node location is determined by the node number N n (NODE).

3.6.2 Rectangular Coordinates

The volume of a node bounded by the orthogonal surfaces of a rectangular
coordinate system with axis x, y, and z is as follows:

Equation (3.2) may also be used for nodes with irregular or curved sur-
faces, if the coordinates represent average values for each surface and are
measured in three orthogonal directions. If KD is 1 and the flow is two-
dimensional or one-dimensional, either one or two, respectively, of the BLOCK 4
dimensional factors di, dw, or dr may be assigned an arbitrary value, such as 1.

3.6.3 Cylindrical Coordinates

The volume of a differential volume element bounded by the orthogonal
surfaces of a cylindrical coordinate system with coordinates r, z (linear
dimensions), and e (angle measured in radians), is as follows:
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For a finite-volume element, or node, this becomes:

If KD is 2, the BLOCK 4 dimensional factors may conveniently be

specified as follows:

If extend from to 2m, d becomes (z2 - Z1). In the case of one-

dimensional radial flow, the axial length (Z2 - z1) may arbitrarily be made

1, so that d is 1.

3.6.4 Bodies of Revolution

The volume of a differential volume element formed by rotating an area

(measured in a plane containing the axis of revolution) through an angle

(measured in radians) about the axis of revolution is as follows:
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where r is the radius of area from the axis of revolution. For a finite
volume element, or node, this becomes:

where is the radius of the centroid of area A from the axis. If area A can

be expressed as the product of two factors and and KD is 2, the

BLOCK 4 dimensional factors may conveniently be specified as follows:

If the body of revolution is complete, i.e., extends from 0 to 2,

then d becomes L.

3.6.5 Spherical Coordinates

The volume of a differential volume element bounded by the orthogonal
surfaces of a spherical coordinate system with distance from the origin r,
angle in the x-y plane e (measured in radians) and angle from the positive z
axis (also measured in radians), is as follows:

For a finite volume-element, or node, this becomes:
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or

where

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

If (r2 - ri) is less than ray16, may be substituted for with an

error of less than 0.1%. If (¢2 - +1) is less than 0.15 radian (8.6°),

may be substituted for with an error of less than 0.1%. For a solid sperical

zone of inner radius zero and outer radius r2, F reduces to or

0.57735 r

If KD is

as follows:

3, the BLOCK 4 dimensional factors may conveniently be specified

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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The expressions for d are considerably simplified if extends from to 2m,

or if extends from 0 to . If the node is a complete spherical shell, d.

is 1.

3.7 INTERNAL FLUID GENERATION

Each node in the system may have a fluid-generation rate G n (GONE, GG,

or GT, typical units: kg/sec). This rate may be constant or specified in

BLOCKS 1 or 9, or both, of the data deck, or it may be a tabulated function

of time or pressure (GT or TVARG), or it may decay exponentially from a speci-

fied initial value G (GT) with a half life t (TVARG). Variable fluid-o,n g ,n
generation rates are specified in BLOCK 8 of the data deck. An average fluid-

generation rate, Gn is used for each time step

In the case of exponential decay, GB is exactly

where For small values of , the following equation

is used:

The resulting pressure changes in materials with pressure-dependent specific

moisture will be accurate only if the time steps are sufficiently small to

limit the change in specific moisture to a small percentage. It may be

necessary to specify SMALL in BLOCK 1 to accomplish this.

3.8 INITIAL CONDITIONS

Initial potential and constant fluid-generation rates, if any, may be

specified in two ways. Constant values of initial potential (PHONE), and

fluid-generation rate G (GONE) may be specified in BLOCK 1 of the input data
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deck. These values will be assigned to all nodes subsequently described in a

BLOCK 4, unless other values are subsequently specified for individual nodes

in BLOCK 9. The corresponding BLOCK 1 values will be substituted for blank,

input data fields in BLOCK 9. BLOCK I may be used more than once in a data

deck to specify different sets of constants for use in later data blocks.

3.9 INTERNAL FLUID TRANSPORT

3.9.1 Internal Connections

(1) General. Each internal connection between nodes must be described

in input data BLOCK 5 by specifying the two node numbers N1 (NODI) and Ni (NOD2).

two connector lengths dg m(DELl) and dm L(DEL2), and two interface dimensional

factors dt (DLONG) and dr (DRAD).

The conductance of the connection UL, (TRAN, typical units; kg/m-sec)

is calculated as follows:

where

and

In Equation (3.23), k and

and during a time step.

are the intrinsic permeabilities of nodes
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In Equation (3.24), a is 1, 2r, or 47r, and B is 1, 1, or 2, if Kd (KD)

is 1, 2, or 3, respectively. Sd (SCALE) is the scale factor.

Any number of connections may be specified between any pair of nodes.

If an interface conductance has a pressure or time dependency that cannot be

modeled as described above, a very thin node may be placed in series between

the two nodes. The thin node may be a material with a hydraulic conductivity

tabulated versus pressure or time, to obtain the desired conductance.

Any desired connector lengths and area factors which result in the correct

conductance of the connection, according to Equation (3.23), may be specified.

The values are independent of the dimensional factors specified in input data

BLOCK 4 for the nodes. This method allow systems of any shape and with any

type of interconnection to be described.

(2) Selection of Connector Lengths and Interface Areas. The selection of

connector lengths depends on the location of the representative point (or -

nodal point) within each node. These locations may be chosen arbitrarily,

but, for greatest accuracy in transient calculations, should usually be at

the geometric centers of the nodes. Exceptions are nodes for which the amount

of flow actually depends on surface pressures, requiring that the nodal points

be located on the surface. This includes nodes with surface connections of

any type except a specified flux. Care must be taken to avoid connections

for which U is very large in comparison with the conductances or other con-
nections involving nodes L and m. This causes numerical difficulties in calcu-

lating the fluid balance. Such connections may be eliminated by either lumping

the two nodes into a single node or by moving the nodal points further apart,

whichever causes the least error.

(3) Connector Lengths and Areas in Simple Coordinate Systems. In

rectangular coordinates, connector lengths and areas for connections in the

x and y directions are, respectively,
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In cylindrical coordinates, connector lengths and areas for fluid con-

nections in the r, 6, and z directions are, repectively,

where the values are arithmetic means.

In spherical coordinates, connector lengths and areas for fluid connec-
tions in the r, , and directions are, respectively,

where ray and are as defined in Equations (3.14) through (3.16). The dimen-

sional factors d and d r may be chosen as desired to give the correct interface
areas according to Equation (3.24).

3.10 SURFACE FLUID TRANSPORT

3.10.1 External Potentials

For convenience in specifying boundary conditions that involve fluid

transfer between the system and its surroundings, external potential may be
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specified. Each such external potential must be assigned an identification

number Nb(NODB) /independent of numbering systems used for materials, and

nodes) and have a specified constant or time-dependent pressure may be

a tabulated function of time (PSIB verus TIMEB) or vary sinusoidally with

time with a specified mean value (PSIB(l)), amplitude (PSIB(2)),

period tb (TIMEB(l)), and phase advance Atb (TIMEB(2)), as follows:

For convenience, the term "boundary node" is used in this report to refer to

an external potential. These data are specified in BLOCK 7 of the input data.

An alternative way to produce a potential to be used as an external poten-

tial is by using a node with very large Fluid Mass Capacity, Mc, so that its

pressure is unaffected by fluid flow between it and the system. The node may

be assigned an initial pressure, which will remain constant; or may have a

specified fluid-generation rate Gn (GT), which can be a tabulated function of

time; or may decrease or increase exponentially with time (see Section 3.7).

For a fluid-flux boundary condition, a node with very small Fluid Mass Capacity

could be assigned a constant or variable fluid-generation rate and could be

connected to the actual surface node.

3.10.2 External Connections

Fluid flow between the system and the extern environment takes place

through external connections. Each connection between a surface node Ns (NODS)

and a boundary node Hb (NODSB) must have two specified dimensional factors

dL (DLONG) and dr (DRAD) which are used to calculate the surface area As b

(AREAS) of the connection, as follows:

where a, and Sd are defined as in Equation (3.1). The factors dL and dr

are completely independent of dimensional factors specified for the node or
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any of its internal connection areas. Otherwise, the same comments apply to
the use of d and d as in the case of Internal connection areas (see Sec-

A fluid transfer coefficient h may be constant (HSURE; typical units,
l/sec) or a tabulated function of time or pressure (HSURT versus PSIVARH). This
data is specified in Block 6 of the input data deck. The overall surface con-
ductance is calculated as follows:

In the present model, boundary conditions can be conveniently handled With
the help of surface and boundary elements and the surface conductance between
them. A surface element is usually a thin element which shares a segment of

the external boundary of the flow region.

For simulating a prescribed potential at the boundary (Dirichlet problem)
a surface element may be connected through a large surface conductance to a
boundary element with a prescribed potential. Alternatively, the boundary
element could be replaced by a very large element with very large Mc. A
prescribed flux boundary (Neumann problem) can be simulated by connecting the
surface element through a very small surface conductance to the boundary ele-
ment with a very large boundary potential and choosing the boundary potential
so that the product of the surface conductance and the boundary potential
yields the prescribed flux. Prescribed flux can also be handled through a thin
surface element generating fluid at a rate equal to that of the prescribed
flux.

The seepage face is an important boundary condition arising in the consi-
deration of saturated-unsaturated flow. On a seepage face, two conditions
hold: 1) p - 0, and 2) across a seepage face, fluid can leave but not enter
the flow region. To handle the seepage face, a check is carried out at the

end of each time step if the flux is directed inward or outward from the flow

region across each segment of the seepage face. If the flux is directed

inward that segment of the seepage is made an impermeable boundary, and the
time step calculations are repeated.
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Sources or sinks can be conveniently handled by prescribing the fluid

generation rates from one or more elements. In the present algorithm, genera-

tion rates, prescribed potentials, and prescribed fluxes can be tabulated

either as functions of or a function of time.

3.11 CRITERIA FOR ENDING THE PROBLEM

3.11.1 Miscellaneous Limits

A number of different criteria may be used to end a problem. Any or all

may be used. A maximum problem time tmax (TIMAX) may be specified. If not

specified, tmax will be ignored. If tax is negative, the problem will end

after the first time step. If not specified or if equal to will

be A minimum pressure (PSIMIN) may be specified. If not specified,

or if equal to or greater than The limits and

can be to apply individually to any node in the system for any spec-

ified periods of time. This is done by connecting a zero-volume node to the

controlling node, and also to a boundary node with a time-dependent fluid

transfer coefficient. The connection conductances and boundary node potential

are chosen so that the potential of the zero-volume node reaches a specified

value of or when the controlling node reaches the desired limiting

potential.

A maximum number of time steps (MCYC) may be specified. If not

specified, M will be ignored. A maximum number of seconds of machine time,

(MSEC), may be specified. If not specified, Msec will be ignored. If

Mcyc or Msec is negative, the problem will end after the first time step.

A CHECK TRUST control card (columns 1-6) may precede the Problem Name

card, to cause the problem to end on completion of the first time step. This

option is convenient for checking input data for errors.

3.11.2 Steady State

If no other criteria end the problem, and boundary conditions or fluid-

generation rates do not vary with time, steady state will usually be reached

eventually. The following requirements must be satisfied before the program

will end the problem because of steady state:
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* input variable KSPEC must be nonnegative; the upper time step limit

DELTMX must be equal to either DELTO or 10 whichever is smaller;

or, if DELTMX is less than either, the current time step DELT must

be equal to DELTMX;

* the maximum pressure change DPSIMAX must have been less than 0.1%

of PSIVARY for two consecutive time steps;

* at least 10 time steps must have been completed;

* no nodes can have been reclassified as special nodes for three con-

secutive time steps;

* and no time steps ran have been repeated for three consecutive time
steps.

If the user requires only the steady-state solution, the specified average

pressure change (PSIVARY) may be made quite large. However, if important
fluid production, absorption, or transport processes in the system are strongly
pressure dependent, should be small enough to limit changes in the magni-
tudes of these processes to small percentages. Otherwise, an oscillatory solu-
tion may result, preventing the steady-state criteria from being satisfied.

if (DELTO) is specified, it should be no larger than 10% of the approxi-

mate time constant of the system.

3.12 CONTROL OF METHOD OF CALCULATION

The types of difference equations used for fluid transport can be con-
trolled to some extent by the user. Stable difference equations, not subject

to a limiting time step, are used for all special nodes, which includes all

zero-volume nodes, nodes with external connections, nodes for which the user

specifies a nonzero value of KS in data BLOCK 4, and regular nodes reclassified

as special nodes during the calculation. No regular nodes can be reclassified

as special nodes during the calculation if the user specifies a negative value

of KSPEC in data BLOCK 1. If KSPEC is zero or not specified, each regular

node will be reclassified as a special node when the time step required to

obtain a maximum potential change to PSIVARY approaches the stability limit of
the node. If KSPEC is positive, all regular nodes will be changed to special
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nodes before the first time step. If KSPEC is 2, the interpolation factor

FOR, which determines the amount of interpolation between initial and final

potential driving forces in the fluid-transport equations, will be fixed at

1.0, so that simple backward difference equations will be used. If KSWEC is

3, the interpolation factor will be fixed at 0.5, so that central difference

equations will be used. The options with nonzero KSPEC are less accurate and

efficient than the option obtained when KSPEC is zero, but allow a more direct

comparison with results obtained by other computer programs using simple for-

ward, backward, or central difference equations.

In addition, the user may specify upper and lower limits for the size of

the time step, SMALL and DELTO in data BLOCK ;. These may be equal, resulting

in use of a fixed time step. The program will ignore the value of SMALL, how-

ever, if it is greater than the stability limit determined for the regular

nodes. In most problems, the most efficient calculation is obtained by not

specifying KS, KSPEC, SMALL or DELTO.

3.13 CONTROL OF ACCURACY

3.13.1 Principle Types of Errors

Accuracy is affected by six principle types of errors:

1. modeling errors, arising from use of inaccurate material properties,

inaccurate initial and boundary conditions, other approximations used

in modeling the real system, and interpolation errors in evaluating
tabulated functions;

2. spatial truncation errors, arising from the subdivision of the system

into discrete volume elements, or nodes, for which average values of

spatially-dependent variables must be estimated, and for which inaccurac-

ies in volumes, areas, and distances may arise;

3. time trancation errors, arising from the use, in the transient calculation,

of discrete time steps for which average values of time-dependent vari-

ables must be estimated;
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4. potential truncation errors, arising from the discrete potential changes

that occur in each node in each time step, for which average values of

potential dependent variables must be estimated;

5. convergence errors, arising from the use of an iterative method of

solving the fluid-transport difference equations for connected special

nodes, with arbitrary convergence criteria;

6. and arithmetic truncation errors, arising from accumulation of round-off

errors and from the loss of significant figures that results when

numerical values of widely differing magnitudes are added to, or numerical

values of similar magnitude are subtracted from, each other.

3.13.2 Modeling Errors

Modeling errors can usually be estimated or determined by comparing the

results of using different models of the same system. Available material pro-

perties, and assumptions made concerning boundary conditions, are seldom

accurate to more than two or three significant figures. There is no justifica-

tion for attempting to reduce spatial and time-step truncation errors much

below modeling errors, except where their effect tends to be accumulative.

3.13.3 Spatial Truncation Errors

Spatial truncation errors are controlled by subdividing the system just

finely enough so that nonlinear potential distributions are fitted within

required accuracy by linear interpolation between the nodal points of the nodes,

and variation of pressure-dependent properties over the volume of each node

is within required limits of the average values determined for the nodal point.

This may be difficult to estimate in advance but is simple to determine after

a calculation nas been made. Often a simplified version of the problem may

be calculated to help in estimating the required degree of subdivision in dif-

ferent parts of the system.

In most problems, reasonable accuracy and efficient use of machine time

are obtained by subdividing the system into nodes whose time constants (total

capacity divided by total conductance of all connections) are about 1% of the

total time range in which large potential changes occur at the location of the
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node in the system. This will vary widely from points near boundaries and

interfaces where potential discontinuities are initially present, to points

distant from any discontinuity.

3.13.4 Time Truncation Errors

Time truncation errors are usually controlled indirectly, by specification

of a desired maximum potential change for each time step, PSIVARY. Each time

step is adjusted from the previous value, within fixed limits, to try to main-

tain the maximum potential change at an average of PSIVARY, and no more than

twice PSIVARY.

In addition, the time step is adjusted to limit changes in time- and

pressure-dependent functions to an average of 1%, and no more than 2% over

each time step. The time step is also adjusted to limit the number of itera-

tions required in the fluid mass balance to an average of 40, and no more than

80. Results of time steps for which potential changes, changes in tabulated

functions, or the number of iterations exceed these limits are discarded and

the size of the time step halved. Time-dependent quantities are evaluated at

an intermediate time in each time step, obtained by adding to the initial time

a fraction of the time step between 0.57 and 1.0 (see Section 9.7.3).

The user may also specify upper and lower limits, DELTO and SMALL, on the

size of the time step. The upper limit may be necessary to prevent a narrow

peak in a tabulated function of time from being completely skipped, or to

avoid slow convergence of the iteration procedure when approaching steady

state, especially in problems involving highly pressure-dependent parameters.

DELTO should be specified as about 0.1 to 1% of the total time in which

important potential changes will occur, if that is known. The lower limit

may be necessary to allow time-dependent functions to be fit more closely

than would be allowed with the lower limit selected by the program, which is

usually 2/3 of 1% of the smallest stability limit of any regular node in the

system. The lower limit may also be used to avoid very small time steps when

a tabulated parameter undergoes large percentage changes that need not be

accurately followed. DELTO and SMALL may be given the same value, to force

use of a constant time step, for comparison with another program or for con-

venience in obtaining output data at exact times.
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Instabilities can result from use of too large a time step when the esti-

mated average values of driving forces for the time step are very inaccurate.

This is automatically prevented from occurring in TRUST in the case of fluid

transport, by use of stable implicit equations for connections that would

otherwise cause instabilities.

3.13.5 Potential Truncation Errors

Potential truncation errors are controlled by specification of PSIVARY,

which controls the size of the time step within the limits of SMALL and DELTO.

Pressure-dependent quantities are evaluated at estimated average pressures for

each time step and are obtained by adding to the initial pressure the rate of

pressure change estimated from the previous time step, multiplied by a fraction

of the time step between 0.57 and 1.0. In most problems, reasonable accuracy

and efficient use of machine time are obtained by specifying a value of PSIVARY

of about 0.1% to 1% of the greatest pressure change expected to take place in

the system, or such that no more than l% change occurs in pressure-dependent

quantities in the pressure interval PSIVARY. Average cumulative errors in the

fluid mass balance and calculated pressures will amount to about 1% of PSIVARY,

with individual errors no more than 10%, compared with a calculation of the

same node system with very small time steps.

3.13.6 Convergence Errors

Convergence errors in the iterative solution for connected special nodes

are controlled by the specified value of PSIVARY. The iteration is stopped

when the change in total fluid content, divided by the total moisture capacity,

of all the connected special nodes, from one step of the iteration to the next,

is less than 5(10 5) of PSIVARY, and when no finite-volume special node has

a change in calculated temperature, from one step of the iteration to the next,

greater than l04 PSIVARY. A limit of 80 iteration steps is also imposed,

which, if reached, causes the results to be rejected and the time step to be

halved and repeated. PSIVARY should be no less than about 0.02% of the

expected maximum total pressure change in the system. Otherwise, numerical

truncation errors might prevent the convergence criterion from being satisfied

for any size of time step.
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The iteration procedure may converge very slowly, or fail to converge,
without obtaining an accurate fluid mass balance or accurate pressure, if

the system is too finely subdivided, relative to the required accuracy in

space and time. In each iteration, a node is only affected by directly

connected nodes, so that the number of iterations required for two nodes to

properly interact is proportional to the number of connections in series
between them. Because of this method of iteration, convergence may also be

slow, or fail, if a single connection between two nodes has very high conduct-

ance compared with the conductances of other connections of the nodes, causing

large numerical truncation errors to occur. This can occur, for example, when

two very thin layers of highly permeable material are in contact between poorly

permeable material. They may oscillate, or equilibrate with each other, then

remain at constant pressure, regardless of the pressure changes in the poor

permeable elements. This can be avoided by lumping any such pair of nodes

into a single node. In every problem, the output data list of connection con-

ductances (column headed TRAN) should be checked to see if such connections

exist. The output data list of time constants of nodes (column headed SLIM)

should also be checked to make sure that unnecessarily small time constants

are not being used. Difficulties in convergence of the iteration procedure

for special nodes and preservation of the mass balance may result if large

groups of connected nodes have time constants much smaller than the time steps

used in the calculations (by factors of 10 or 100 or more). Convergence can

be improved by use of coarser zoning, or by specifying a much smaller value

of PSIVARY, or by specifying a value of DELTO no larger than 10 to 100 times

the average stability limit of the group of nodes, and no larger than 10% of

the time constant of the whole system. Zero-volume nodes should be used only

where absolutely necessary as for determining accurate surface pressures when

an appreciable hydraulic gradient is expected at the surface.

3.13.7 Arithmetic Truncation Errors

Numerical truncation errors arising from accumulated round-off errors

are generally not important, in comparison with modeling errors and space, time,

and pressure truncation errors. In general, their effect is in one or two units

in the last significant figure of any quantity for each time step.
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Truncation errors arising from algebraic addition of terms which are

nearly equal but have opposite signs, or which have widely differing orders

of magnitude, can be quite serious. Net fluid-flow values and average flux

rates for nodes, especially zero-volume nodes, can be affected by this type

of error. These errors can be found by comparing the net fluid-flow values

for a node with the net fluid flow across all connection of the node. These

may represent large percentage errors, but very small absolute errors, and

have no effect on calculations of pressure or moisture content.

Convergence of the iterative scheme for special nodes can be affected by

this type of error, if any node has conductances of widely differing magnitude.

This is why extremely high conductances should be avoided, where possible, by

lumping nodes together, or by modeling very thin layers or gas gaps as inter-

face conductances.

3.14 SELECTION OF OUTPUT DATA

3.14.1 Numerical Output

All input data--and several derived quantities such as node volumes, con-

nection areas and table slopes, and comments concerning special input options

or input errors--are written out. The results of the first, second, and last

time steps are always written out. In addition, data are written out at prob-

lem time intervals of TIMEP and time-step intervals of IPRINT. The type of

data written out is controlled by the input value of KDATA. The following are

included in each printout:

problem name (NAME) and number (NPROB);

printout number (NPRINT);

time-step number (KCYC);

time-step lower-limit counter (MF) and upper-limit counter (MSS);

problem-end sentinel (KWIT);

time-step upper limit (DELTMY) and lower limit (SMALL);

pressure-change control (PSIVARY);

maximum pressure change (DPRES);

time-step control (DPMAXS);
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number of special node fluid-balance iterations (NUTS);

total time (SUMTIM) and last time step (DELTS);

net fluid flow into the system (FLUX), resulting average pressure change

(PSIER), and average rates of fluid flow (FX) and pressure change (FLX);

average system pressure (PSIAD);

total system fluid mass capacity (CAPS) and moisture content (FLUID);

total system fluid-generation rate (GS), amount of fluid generated (GENS),

and resulting average pressure change (PSILE);

The table of fluid potentials includes only node numbers and poten-

tial, if KDATA is negative. If KDATA is nonnegative, the following data are

printed out for each node: elevation (Z), pressure head (PSI), potential (PHI),

pressure head change during time step (DPSI), estimated time-derivative of
pressure head (DDPSI), fluid generation (G, e.g., kg/sec), total fluid content

(W, e.g., kg), change in fluid content from the beginning of the problem (H),
and net fluid transported into the node by internal and external connections

(F, e.g., kg).

The following data are printed out for each boundary node: potential

(PHIBS), net fluid flow into the system from the boundary node (FB, e.g., kg),

average rate of fluid flow (FX, e.g., kg/sec), flow into Node (N) in time step

DELTS(DFB), and flow rate across a connection during a preceding time step

(DFBX) during the problem.

A node (NUM) may be specified in data BLOCK 1, for which NUMX, Z. PSI,

PHI, DDPSI, and SUMTIM will be printed out at every time step.

Additional data are printed out only on the first and last time steps,

and for other time steps if KDATA is positive. The following data are printed

out for each material: the number of nodes (NODMS), total volume (VOLMS),

total fluid capacity (CAPMS, e.g., kg/m), and total fluid content (WMS, e.g.,

kg).

The following data are printed out for each node: material number (NOXHAT),

type (NTYPE), volume (VOL), density (RHO), fluid capacity (CAP, e.g., kg/m),

permeability (CON, e.g., m2), overall conductance for Node (N) (ZIP), time con-

stant (SLIM, limiting stable time step usable with a forward difference equation),

void ratio (E), saturation (S), and preconsolidation stress (PC, kg/m-sec2).
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The following data are printed out for each internal connection: area

(AREA), overall conductance (TRAN, e.g., kg/m-sec), net fluid flow since the

beginning of the problem (FI, e.g., kg) into the first node from the second

node, the average rate of fluid flow (FX) and flow into Node (N) in time step

DELTS (DFI), and flow rate across a connection during a preceding time step
(DFIX) during the problem.

The following data are printed out for each external connection: area
(AREAS), fluid-transfer coefficient (HSURE, e.g., l/sec), overall conductance

(TRANS,.e.g., 1/sec), net fluid flow since the beginning of the problem (FS,

e.g., kg) into the surface node from the boundary node, average rate of fluid

flow since the beginning of the problem, flow into Node (N) in time step DELTS

(DFS), and flow rate across a connection during preceding time step (DFSX).

During the problem, statements are printed out whenever a regular node is

changed to a special node, whenever the iteration procedure for special
nodes fails to converge in the allowed maximum number of iterations, and when-
ever a time step has to be repeated. In the latter case, the following data

are printed out: the time step number (KCYC), the size of the unsuccessful

time step (DELT), the problem time at the beginning of the time step (SUMTIM),
the factor indicating iteration-convergence failure (DPSIMAXS - 80.0 x PSIVARY)

or too large a change in a tabulated function (DPSIMAX - % change x PSIVARY),

and the maximum pressure change (DPRES).

After the last time step, the following additional data are written out:

the problem-end sentinel (KWIT) and a table of values of its meanings, and
the elapsed machine time, in second, since the beginning of the problem.

For each problem, the following data are printed out on-line: the problem
number (NPROB), number of time steps used (KCYC), final problem time (SUMTIM)
and problem-end indicator (KWIT), elapsed machine time, in seconds, since the
beginning of the problem, and the total fluid content of the system (FLUID)
and net flow into the system (FLUX).

In addition, statements are printed out on-line that are related to

occurrence of various input errors, use of data from a preceding problem
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when data decks are stacked, failure of convergence of the iteration procedure

used for special node fluid balance calculations, repetition of time steps that

are rejected, and reclassification of nodes as special nodes.

3.14.2 Punched/File Output

A set of punched cards or a restart file containing the final values of

node potential and constant fluid-generation rates, in the same format as the

input BLOCK 9 cards, may be obtained when a problem is ended or interrupted.

This is accomplished by specifying a nonzero value of NPUNCH in BLOCK 1 of the

input data. The new BLOCK 9 may be used to replace the BLOCK 9 in the original

data deck, as an alternative way to restart an interrupted problem or to specify

the initial conditions for one or more new problems.
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4.0 PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA

4.1 CARD INPUT FORMATS

All input data for TRUST are in Hollerith (A), integer (I), or floating

point (E) formats.

Hollerith data may consist of any characters in the character set recognized

by the computer and available on standard keypunch machines.

Integer data may consist of numbers only, preceded by a sign, and right-

adjusted in the specified data fields. Only TRUST variables that are read in

with an integer format have names beginning with any of the letters I, J, K,

L, M, or N.

Floating point data may include numbers, preceded by a sign, and must

include a decimal point if the field is not entirely blank. The exponent to

the base 10 may be included (right-adjusted in the specified data field), con-

sisting of the letter E or a sign, or both, followed by numbers. Some vari-

ables used in floating point form in the program are read in with a Hollerith

format, converted to floating point if a decimal point is included, or assigned

some other value if no decimal point is included.

Field-free input may be used for integer and floating point variables.

A comma following a number is interpreted as a field terminator. If commas

are used, they must follow all numbers that are not right-adjusted in the field

width specified in the format statement, including the last number in the

input record. Commas may not be used after numbers that are right-adjusted or

fields that have X or A specifications. For example, if the input format is

(A5, 415, 5X, 5E10.3), the input record could be as follows:

beginning in column 1, where the letter b indicates a blank space. Note that

the integer "10745" and the floating point number '1.23456E-3" each fills its

data field, so cannot be preceded by a blank or followed by a comma. The
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Hollerith data "ABCDE" and the blank field specified by '5X' in the format also
must each use the entire data field and cannot be followed by a comma. The

fourth E data field is blank. The number in the fifth E field does not use
10 columns, so must be followed by a comma.

In this report, the symbol is used for the number zero in descriptions
of FORTRAN names and data values, where confusion with the letter might
otherwise result. The symbol" between FORtRAN names, numerical values, or
combinations of these, indicates multiplication, unless otherwise noted.

4.2 DATA DECK ORGANIZATION

In the present algorithm, input is organized into convenient blocks. All

control parameters, such as output interval, time limit, choice of differencing

scheme, scale factor, symmetry factor and uniform initial

conditions are provided through Block l Block 2 is used for specifying mate-

rial properties, and Block 3 for properties of the fluid. Geometric properties

of elements are specified in Block 4, while blocks 5 and 6 are used to specify
internal and external fluid flow connections. Boundary potential are specified
in Block 7, and Block 8 is used for specifying variable generation rates.
Finally, Block 9 is used for specifying nonuniform initial conditions.

4.2.1 Data Decks

Each data deck must consist of a Problem Name card, any number of Block

Number cards with their accompanying Block item input cards, and a Data End

card. Any number of data decks can be stacked together, using the data carry-

over controls on the Problem Name cards, and the block modification controls
on the Block Number cards, to eliminate the need for describing any input data
block or block item more than once, when used for more than one problem. The

final data deck should be followed by a "*SPLIT*.

4.2.2 Problem Name Card

The first card of each data deck must be a Problem Name and Data Carryover

card. The symbol "*" must be in column 1, any desired problem identification
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and description in columns 2 through 71 and 73 through 80, and the data carry-

over control, K, in column 72. Normally K will be blank. If K is 2, 3, or 4,

all data from the preceding problem will be saved, and only those data blocks

and block items required to change data or add new data need be included in the

data deck. The initial potentials will be the same as either the initial (K - 2)

or final (K - 3 or 4) values from the preceding problem, unless modified in a

new BLOCK 9, 9A or 9B. The initial time will be the same as either the initial

(K a 2 or 3) or final (K a 4) time from the preceding problem, unless modified

in a new BLOCK 1. SMALL should be specified in any problem for which K is 3 or

4, if not specified in the original BLOCK 1. The entire contents of the card

(NAME) will appear on all output, along with a sequential problem number, and

the time and date at the beginning of the run. Additional cards containing

comments without "*" in column 1 may precede the name card and will appear on

the on-line printer and the printout.

The second card should contain an integer (Format (114)) designating the

interval (number of iterations) at which the tape data will be written.

4.2.3 Block Number Cards

There are presently 10 allowed input data blocks, with block numbers from

1 through 10, as described in Table 4.1. Each block used must begin with a

Block Number card and, except for BLOCKs 1 and 3, must end with a blank card.

The specification of data within each data block is described in Section 5.0

below.

The Block Number card must have the word 'BLOCK" in columns 1 through 5,

and the block number, from 0l through 10, in columns 6 and 7. A block type

indicator (MOD) may be punched in column 8. If MOD is not A or B, the data

read in for the block replaces any data previously read in for the same block.

If MOD is A, data previously read in are saved and the new data are added.

If MOD is B, data previously read in are also saved, and the new data either

modify individual items previously described with the same reference numbers

or, if none can be found, are added to the old data. These options do not

apply to BLOCK 1, 3 and 10.
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TABLE 4.1 TRUST Input Data Blocks

Block Description

1 Problem controls, limits, constants (required)

2 System and material properties (required)

3 Properties of the fluid (required)

4 Mode description

5 (a) Internal fluid flow connections
6 External fluid flow connections

7 (c) External potentials; boundary nodes

8 Variable sources/sinks

9 Initial conditions, constant sources/sinks,
and initial preconsolidation stress

10 Dimensionless variables, t and PD

(a) Required data for all problems.
(b) Must be read in before any other data blocks.
c) Required if BLOCK 6 is used.

Any desired block description may be in columns 9 through 80, which will

appear on the printout. Additional cards containing comments may proceed or

follow any data block, as long as columns 6 and 7 are blank, and will also
appear on the printout.

Data BLOCK 1 must follow the Problem Name card, unless the data in
BLOCK 1 is being carried over from the preceding problem. Data BLOCK 1 may
be used more than once in the data deck, to change the values of parameters
used in initializing data in the following data blocks, such as SCALE, KO,
PHIONE, GONE, HOME, and PCOME. Thus a data block may be subdivided into sec-
tions requiring different values of one or more of the listed parameters, and
placed in the data deck with a new BLOCK 1 preceding each section. All other
data blocks may be placed in any order, and any number of Type A or B blocks
can be used for each data block. If more items are described for a particular

block than the allowed limit (see Section 7.1), a diagnostic statement is

printed out, the excess items each successively stored In the last available
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memory location, and KWIT will be set equal to 11. If any table length exceeds

the allowed limit (see Section 7.1), the data will be incorrectly sorted, and

KWIT will be set equal to 12. In either case, the problem will end after com-

pletion of the input and initialization phases.

Although a Type B data block can serve the same purpose as a Type A data

block, when all the items have new reference numbers, the time spent searching

the block items previously read in is wasteful.

In a Type 2, 3, or 4 continuation problem, a block of data may be cleared

from memory, without substituting new data, by including a data block consist-

ing only of a Block Number card with column 8 blank, followed by a blank card.

This applies to all blocks except BLOCK 1. BLOCKs 1 and 3 require no blank

cards.

If the same item is described more than once in a block, the effects will

be additive in BLOCKs 5 and 6, but only the last description will be used in

BLOCKs 4, 7, 8 or 9.

4.2.4 Data End Card

The last card of each data deck must be a Data End card, with the word

"ENDED" in columns 1 through 5, and either "1" or "'2" in columns 6 and 7.

The options are for the problem either to be interrupted, so it can be restarted

later, or to be ended, respectively.

The advantage of ending the problem is that the additional output data

produced on the final time step are obtained. if NPUNCH in data BLOCK 1 is 1,

the final potentials can either be punched on cards in the format of data

BLOCK 9, and placed in the data deck to restart the problem or be written

to a file in the BLOCK 9 format.
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5.0 BLOCK ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

Input data that may be specified in each data block are summarized in

this section of this report. Formats, definitions, options, and suggested

uses are described for all input data specified in BLOCK 1, and for one block

item in each of the other blocks. A block item is described on a card specify-

ing the identification number or numbers of the material, node, boundary node,

or combination of these involved, and other data, and any additional cards

required for tables of pressure- or time-dependent variables associated with

the block item.

The maximum table length and maximum number of block items allowed in

each block of TRUST are given in Table 3.1. The data blocks presently allowed

in TRUST are listed in Table 4.1. Short definitions of input data variables

are included in the TRUST Glossary, Section 10.3.

Section 3.0 should be referred to for a detailed discussion of the develop-

ment of the calculational model and selection of input data. Section 9.0

should be referred to for a detailed discussion of the methods of calculation

used in the program.

5.1 BLOCK 1 Problem Controls, Limits and Constants (Required)
Read in Subroutine TALLY.

CARD 1 Format (815, 10X, 2E10.3)

1-5 IPRINT Number of time steps between data output, in addition to
outputs in first, second and last time steps and outputs
controlled by TIMEP. Not used if negative, zero or
unspecified.

6-10 NUM Identification number of a node for which potential, rate
of change of potential, source rate and time will be
written for each time step. Useful for following the solu-
tion at a point of interest in the flow region. NUM not
used if unspecified.

11-15 KDATA Controls options on output data, normal amount (0 or
unspecified), minimum (-1), maximum (1).
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16-20 KSPEC Node classification and implicit difference calculations.
Normally zero or unspecified. If zero, explicit nodes
will be reclassified as implicit nodes only when needed to
assure stability and the implicit interpolation factor is
made to vary between 0.57 and 1.0. If KSPEC is negative,
no nodes may be reclassified and steady state criteria are
not used for ending problem. If positive, all nodes are
reclassified as implicit nodes before first time step.
If 2, interpolation factor is set to 1.0 (backward differ-
ence or fully implicit), if 3, interpolation factor is set
to 0.5 (central-differencing or Crank-Nicolson scheme).
Individual node classifications may be made in BLOCK 4
with KS. All nodes in BLOCK 6 are classified as implicit
modes. DELTO and SMALL must be specified when KSPEC>O.

21-25 MCYC Maximum allowed number of time steps. Not used if zero or
unspecified. If negative, problem will be ended after
first time step.

26-30 MSEC Maximum allowed machine time in seconds. MSEC will not be
used if zero or unspecifed. If negative, problem will end
after first time step.

31-35 NPUNCH Causes a deck of punched cards or a computer file in
BLOCK 9 format to be produced when the problem is ended by
ENDED-l or ENDED-2 or ends normally, if NPUNCH . The
data are the final values of potentials and sources. The
new BLOCK 9 may be inserted with an input deck, which may
then be resubmitted to continue the problem.

36-40 NDOT If nonzero, causes all time-derivative to be set to zero
timing the problem. Not normally used.

41-45 KSTDATA If nonzero, data on volume strain will be printed out.

46-50 Blank field.

51-60 TIMEP Problem time interval between data output, in addition to
outputs on first, second and last time steps and output
controlled by IPRINT.

TIMEP is ignored if negative, zero or unspecified. Output
will be written at exact multiples of TIMEP, if possible by
adjusting timesteps in the range SMALL to DELTO.

61-70 SCALE

CARD 2 Format (15, 5X, 7E10.3)

1-5 KD Symmetry-type indicator: 1 for nonsymmetric; 2 for
axisymmetric; 3 for centrisymmetric. Input values of DRAD
in BLOCKS 4, 5 and 6 read in after BLOCK 1 will be replaced
with DRAD, 2DRAD and 4DRAD2 respectively. Set to 1 if
unspecified or zero.
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6-10 Leave blank.

11-20 DEL Maximum allowed time steps. May be used with SMALL to
limit range of time step. DELTO is set to 1012 if unspeci-
fied or not in range from 10 to 10. DELTO must be
specified if KSPEC is positive.

21-30 SMALL Minimum allowed time step. If SMALL is unspecified, the
program sets SMALL to 2/3 of 1% of the smallest time con-
stant of any explicit node in the system. If at least
1/4 of the nodes are explicit nodes, set to 1012. SMALL
should be specified in continuation problems of type 3 or
4, if not specified in original BLOCK 1.

31-40 PSIVARY Desired maximum change in potential in each time step.
Set equal to 5.0 if zero or unspecified. Controls sizeof time step between limits SMALL and DELTO. Steady state

cannot end the problem unless maximum potential change is
less than 0.001 PSIVARY for two successive time steps.
The convergence criteria for iterative calculations for
implicit nodes are a change in the weighted average poten-
tial change of all connected implicit nodes of less than
5(10-5)*PSIVARY.

41-50 TAU Initial problem time. Will be set to zero if unspecified.

51-60 TIMAX Maximum allowable problem time. TIMAX may not be used if
zero or unspecified. If negative, problem will end after
first time step.

61-70 PSIMIN Minimum allowable pressure head in the flow domains. Will
be set to 10-12 if equal to or larger than PSIMAX or if
unspecified.

71-80 PSIMAX Maximum allowable pressure head in the flow domains. Will
be set to 1012 if equal to or less than PSIMIN, or if
unspecified.

CARD 3: Format (8E10.3)

1-10 PHIONE Initial potential (PHI .= Z + PSI) for all nodes for which
PPHI is not specified in BLOCK 9.

11-20 GONE Constant source or sink rate for all nodes for which GG
is not specified in BLOCK 9.

21-30 HONE Fluid mass transfer coefficient for all external connec-
tions for which no HSURE or a HSURT table is specified
in BLOCK 6.
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31-40 PCONE Preconsolidation stress for all nodes for which no PC(N)
is specified in BLOCK 9.

5.2 BLOCK 2 System and Material Properties.
Read in subroutines THERM and HYST.

In this group, three groups of cards are read in as follows:

Group 1: System parameters. Card I of this group starts with "SYSTM"
in cols. 1 through 5.

Group 2: Properties of individual materials.
group starts with the material name

The first card of this
in cols. 1 through 5.

Group 3: Data relevant to the X parameter used in deformation of the
unsaturated zone. This group is simply ignored if the X
parameter is not considered.

Group 1: System properties

CARD 1 Punch the word "SYST" in cols. 1 through 4.

CARD 2 Format (A4, 6X, 4E10.3)

1-4 APATH Punch the word "DRY" or
cols. 1 through 4. The
beginning the system Is
everywhere. Leave this
flow region.

"WET" as the case may be in the
program assumes that at the
either drying everywhere or wetting
field blank for a fully saturated

5-10 Leave blank.

11-20 THICK Thickness of flow region,
calculating total stress.

in units of legnth; used in

Thick

I
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As it is, provision is made only for one value of 'THICK'.
Modifications will be needed if a general, irregularly
shaped flow region is to be considered.

21-30 RD Specific gravity of saturated soil, defined as a unit wt.
of saturated soil divided by unit wt. of water.

31-40 XF Fracture length or similar parameter used in calculating
dimensionless variables such as tD. XF has units of length
and a default value of 1.0.

41-50 QOVERH Flow rate from well per unit aquifer thickness. Used for
computing dimensionless pressure PD. Units of (L3/T).

Group 2: Material Properties

CARD 1 Format (A4, 1X, 515, 5E10.3)

1-4 AMAT Name of material.

5 Leave blank.

6-10 MAT Material identification number.

11-15 LTABC Number of tabulated values of saturation. Positive, if
versus pressure head and negative, if versus time. Zero,
if only one value is specified.

Set LTABC 100 if S is related to by the relation,

where

16-20 LTABSC Number of scanning curves used when S versus hysteresis
is to be considered. Zero or leave blank if hysteresis
is ignored.

21-25 LTABK Number of tabulated values of permeability as a function
of pressure head. Positive, if versus pressure head,
negative, if versus time.

Set LTABK = 100, if permeability k is related to by the
relation,

When < 0. For > 0, either k0 is constant or is to be
considered as a function of void ratio, using Ck.
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26-30 LTABSK Number of scanning curves used when k versus hysteresis
is ignored.

31-40 AV Coefficient of compressibility, a Has units of pressure
Set AV = 0 or leave this field blank when it is desired to
use specific storage, S

41-50 EZ Reference void ratio on the curve of e versus effective
stress, PZ, corresponding to EZ.

51-60 PZ Reference effective stress corresponding to EZ. Dimension
(M/LT 2 ).

61-70 CONT Permeability if constant permeability is to be used
(i.e., LTABK = 0). Leave blank if LTABK is not equal to
zero. Dimension (L2 ).

71-80 SS Specific storage. Dimension (L-l). When S is used, AV
must be set to zero or left blank.

CARD 2 For reading in Cc and/or Ck. Omit this card if Cc or Ck or both are
not used.

Format (7E10.3)

1-10 CS Swelling index, Cs Dimensionless.

11-20 CC Compression Index, C . Dimensionless.

21-30 EZ Reference void ratio e0 on the e versus log a' curve.

31-40 PZ Reference effective stress corresponding to EZ. Dimen-
sion (M/LT2).

41-50 CK Slope of the e versus log k straight line.

51-60 EK Reference void ratio on the e versus log a straight line.

61-70 CONZ Reference permeability corresponding to EZ. Dimension (L 2 ).

Subgroup 2A. Cards in this group are used to input S versus k versus
and scanning curve data for the unsaturated soil, . Read in HYST.

CARD 1 If LTABC = 100 or LTABK - 0 or both, this card is used to input the
parameters a, S , n A, B, k0 and airentry. When LTABC 100, this
card and the following cards are used for tabulating the various
functional dependencies.
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CASE 1: LTABC = 100

CARD 1

1-10

11-20

21-30
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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Use as many cards as needed. Note that PSIVARC (J) < PSIVARC (J + 1), J - 1,
2, 3, .. LTABC.

CARD 1A Wetting (SW), drying (SD) curves, format (8E10.3)

1-10 SW(1) Use as many cards as needed. If there is no hysteresis,
set SW = SD

11-20 SD(1)

21-30 SW(2) Saturation, wetting curve.
corresponding to pressure

31-40 SD(2) Saturation, drying curve. heads in CARD 1

CARD 2 Saturation scanning curve data. Omit this group if LTABSC = 0.

1-10 DC(1)

11-20 DCS(l)

21-30 WC(l)

31-40 WCS(1)

41-50 DC(2)

51-60 DCS(2)

61-70 WC(2)

71-80 WCS(2)

Use as many cards as needed.

Permeability- Table: For < 0, permeability is a function of pore
water pressure . For 0, permeability should be tabulated as a
function of effective stress head PSIVARK.
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CARD 3 Permeability vs. pressure head. Omit this group if LTABK < 2 or
LTASK = 100.

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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CARD 4 Permeability Scanning curve data. Omit this group if LTABSK = 0.

Format (8E10.3)[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

Group 3: Data related to the X parameter in deformation of the unsaturated
zone. Read in THERM.

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

5.3 BLOCK 3 Properties of the fluid.
Read in Subroutine TALLY.

Format (l0Al, 4E10.3)

1-10 AFLUID Name of fluid.

11-20 VISC Coefficient of viscosity (M/LT)

21-30 BETA Compressibility of fluid (LT2/M)

31-40 RHOZ Density at 0 (M/L3)

41-50 GEE Gravitational constant (L/T 2)
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5.4 BLOCK 4 Node description.
Read in subroutine THERM.

Format (515, 5X, 5E10.3)

1-5 NODE Node identification number. Use a negative number if the
node lies on or will lie on a seepage face.

6-10 NSEQ Number of identical nodes to be generated in sequence.

11-15 NADD Increment between-successive values of NODE in the sequence
of NSEQ+l nodes generated when HSEQ is used.

16-20 NODMAT Identification number of the material of which node is
part.

21-25

25-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

End BLOCK

KS

DLONG

DWIDE

DRAD

DELZ

Node type indicator. Node will be an implicit node if
KS is nonzero. Only used when KSPEC in BLOCK 1 is negative.
Not needed for zero volume or surface nodes.

Leave blank

Geometric factors whose product with SCALE is equal to
the node volume, if KD-1. For KD-2 or 3, the input value
of DRAD is replaced with 2DRAD, or 4rDRAD2, respectively,
before calculation of volume. The program substitutes
10-24 if the calculated volume equals zero.

Increment between successive values of elevation, Z, of
nodes in the sequence of NSEQ+1 nodes generated when NSEQ
is used. Dimension (L).

Elevation of node. Dimension (L).

blank card.4 wi th a

5.5 BLOCK 5 Internal fluid flow connections.
Read in subroutine FINK.

Format (215, 313, lX, 4E10.3)

Identification numbers of the connected nodes.1-5

6-10

11-13

14-16

16-19

NODI

NOD2

NSEQ

NAD1

NAD2

Number of additional identical connections.

Increments between successive values of NOD 1 and NOD 2
in the sequence of NSEQ+1 connections generated when
NSEQ is used.
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20 Leave blank.

21-30 DEL1) Lengths, when multiplied by SCALE, of the fluid flow paths
from the nodal points in NOD 1 and NOD 2, to the connected

31-40 DEL2 interface. Should not both be zero.

41-50 DLONG Geometric factors whose product with SCALE2 is the area
of the connected interface if KD=l. For KD values of 2

51-60 DRAD or 3, the input value of DRAD is replaced with 2mDRAD or
4mDRAD 2, respectively, before calculating area.

End BLOCK 5 with a blank card.

5.6 BLOCK 6 External fluid flow connections.
Read in subroutine SURE

CARD 1 Format (615, 5E10.3)

1-5 NODS Surface node identification number. NODS should be either
zero volume node or with a nodal point on the external
surface.

6-10 NODB Boundary node identification number.

11-15 NSEQ Number of additional identical connections to be generated.

16-20 NADS Increments between successive values of NODS and NODSB
respectively, in the sequence of NSEQ+l connections to

21-25 NADSB be generated when NSEQ is used.

26-30 LTABH Number of tabulated values of surface fluid transfer
coefficients. Positive if versus potential, negative
if versus pressure head.

31-40 DLONG Geometric factors whose product with SCALE is the area
of the external surface of NODS if KD=l. For KD=2 or 3

41-50 DRAD the input value of DRAD is replaced by 2mDRAD or 4mDRAD
respectively, before calculating the area.

51-60 HSURE Surface fluid transfer coefficient if constant. Dimensions
(M/TLL 2 ).

CARD 2 Format (8E10.3). 0mit if LTABH = 0.

1-10 HSURT (1) Surface fluid transfer coefficient

11-20 PSIVARH (1) Potential, if LTABH > 0; pressure head, if LTABH < 0.
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31-30 HSURT (2)

31-40 PSIVARH (2)

Use as many cards as needed.

End BLOCK 6 with a blank card.

5.7 BLOCK 7

CARD 1

1-5

6-10

11-20

21-30
41-50
61-70

31-40
51-60
71-80

End Block

NODB

LTABPHI

ZB

PHIB

TIMEB

Boundary nodes or external potentials.
Read in subroutine SURE.

Format (215, 7E10.3)

Boundary node identification number.

HI Number of tabulated values of external or boundary
potential. To obtain sinusoidal variation of boundary
potential with time, LTABPHI 100.

Elevation of boundary node

External potentials

Time corresponding to PHIB.

7 with a blank card.

5.8 BLOCK 8

CARD 1

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-30
41-50
61-70

NODG

NSEQ

NAD G

LTABG

GT(l)

Internal variable fluid generation list.
Read in subroutine GEN.

Format (415, 6E10.3)

Node identification number.

Number of identical nodes to be generated in sequence.

Increment between successive values of NODG in the sequence
of NSEQ+l nodes generated when NSEQ is used.

Number of tabulated values of fluid generation. Positive
if versus potential, negative is versus time.

Fluid generation rate corresponding to TVARG 1. Dimension
(L3/T).
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31-40

51-60

71-80 J
End BLOCK

TYARG (1) Potential or time corresponding to GT(1)

etc. Up to three pairs of values on this card and four pairs
on each additional card as required. Use format (BE10.3)
for additional card.

8 with a blank card.

5. 9 BLOCK 9

1-5

6-10

11-15

16.20

21-30

31-40

51 -60

End BLOCK

NOTE

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

End BLOCK

Note:

Y Y-coordinate of nodal point

Z-coordinate of nodal point

R(BOOTD) =

Increments to the values of X, Y, and Z in the sequence
of NSEQ+1 nodes generated when NSEQ is used.

DELX

10 with a blank card.
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6.0 SYSTEM USAGE AND OPERATIONS

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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7.0 EVALUATION Of CALCULATION RESULTS

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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TABLS 7.1. Values of the Problem-End
Sentinel KWIT

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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7.3 REQUIREMEMTS FOR ADDITIONAL CALCULATIONS
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

7.4 GENERALIZATION OF RESULTS
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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8. 0 SAMPLE PROBLEM

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

FIGURE 8.1. Schematic Diagram of Half of the
Typical Tailings Burial Pit

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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FIGURE 8.3. Grid of Model Nodes and Identifying Node Numbers
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8.1.3 Fluid Flow Boundary Conditions
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

8.1.4 Fluid Flow Initial Conditions

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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8.1.5 Soil Materials

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
8.2 DATA INPUT

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]

8.3 OUTPUT FROM TRUST[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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9.0 METHODS OF SOLUTION9.1 CALCULATIONAL SCHEME AND ORGANIZATION

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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9 .2 CALCULATION OF PROPERTIES, MYSTERESIS AND FLUID MASS BALANCE DATA

[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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9.2.3 System Fluid Mass Balance
[COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT]
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9.4 INTERNAL FLUID TRANSPORT
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9.5 SURFACE FLUID TRANSPORT
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9.6 MIXED EXPLICIT-IMPLICIT ITERATIVE SCHEME
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9.7 PREPARATION FOR NEXT TIME STEP
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FIGURE 9.1. Estimation of for Exponential Decay
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FIGURE 9.2 Estimation of

for Quadratic Increase
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10.0 THE PROGRAM
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10.2.7 SURE
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10.2.13 REFER

Subroutine REFER is entered only during the first time step, to produce

cross-reference tables relating various input-data item lists to others. The

sequence number in the node list (data BLOCK 4) must be found for all nodes

listed in data BLOCKs 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10. The sequence number in the mate-

rial list (data BLOCK 2) must be found for each material listed in data BLOCK 4.

The sequence number in the boundary-node list (data BLOCK 7) must be found for

each boundary node listed in data BLOCK 5. This procedure makes possible the

use of arbitrarily chosen identification numbers for each of the four types

of items referenced by other data blocks, allowing flexibility in arranging

and modifying data decks. Also, the identification numbers may be chosen to

convey additional information to the user, such as composition, spatial loca-

tion, function in the problem, or sequence of modification of data.

The search for each item referenced is made in reverse sequence, so that

the latest item in the list is used. If a referenced identification number is

not in the list being searched, a diagnostic statement is immediately written

out. An error indicator is set, and certain parts of the program are skipped,

and the problem is ended at the end of the first time step.

REFER returns to the calling routine, which may be THERM, GEN, FINK,

SURE, or TALLY.

10.3 TRUST PROGRAM GLOSSARY

10.3.1 General Definitions

BLOCK ITEM An input data description of a material, node, internal

connection, external connection, boundary node, fluid

generation table, or node initial condition.

BOUNDARY Pertaining to specified conditions at an external surface,

or to an external potential (boundary node) connected to

the system.

CONDUCTANCE Rate of fluid mass flow per unit pressure difference.
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CONNECTION

CONVERGENCE

DATA BLOCK

DATA DECK

EXPLICIT NODES

EXTERNAL

IMPLICIT NODES

A means of fluid transport between two nodes, or between

a surface node and an external potential.

Acceptance of results of iterative calculation of the

fluid mass balance for inter-connected special nodes.

See PSIVARY, ERRS.

A group of input data of a particular type, or a list of

block items, preceded by a block number card and followed

by a blank card. Block items need not be on the same input

unit as the block number card. See BLOCK.

Input data for a single problem, consisting of a problem

name card, data blocks, and a data end card.

See "REGULAR"

Pertaining to a boundary node or connection between a node

and a boundary node.

See "SPECIAL"

INTERFACE

INTERNAL

ITERATION

A surface common to two nodes, through which fluid may be

transported.

Pertaining to a node or connection between nodes.

A repetitive step in the calculation of the fluid mass
balance for inter-connected special nodes.

MATERIAL A substance with density, fluid capacity, and hydraulic

conductivity.

NODAL POINT

NODE

REGULAR

A representative point within a node, from which distances

to interfaces are measured to describe internal connections.

A volume element of a particular material.

Classification of nodes for which the fluid mass balance

is based on potentials at the beginning of each time step

for connections with other regular nodes. These nodes

may also be called Explicit Nodes.
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CIAL Classification of nodes for which the fluid mass balance

is based on average potential during the time step. See

REGULAR, NTYPE, KS, KSPEC, FOR, SPECK. These nodes may

also be called Implicit Nodes.

LADY STATE A condition in which remaining time dependencies are
insignificant compared with a specified allowable error.

RFACE Pertaining to a node connected to a boundary node, to the
connection, or the area which is connected.

IME STEP A small interval of time for which a pseudo steady state

calculation is made to determine changes in time-dependent
variables.

RANSIENT Pertaining to variation with time, non-steady state.

0.3.2 TRUST Control Cards

BLOCK number card, with block number (see IBLOCK) in
Cols. 6-7, BLOCK type (see MOD) in Col. 8. Cols. 9-80

may contain a title (see ABLOCK).

ENDED Data end card (must follow last data block). Columns 6-7

must be either -l or -2, and the problem will either be

interrupted or ended, resp.

(BLANK) A blank card indicates the end of a list of block items
in BLOCKS 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, and the end of mate-

rial selection list in BLOCK 2. Extra blanks may be

inserted anywhere except within block item lists.

*CHECK Data deck preprocessing control card (preceding data deck).
Causes next problem to end after the first time step.
Used for checking input data.

*SPLIT Job completion control card (following data deck). If
read, program will call exit.

'NAME) Problem name card. Column 1 must be an *. Column 72
controls use of data from preceding problem (see K).
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REFER Subroutine of TRUST to find array subscripts of materials,

nodes, or boundary nodes referred to by identification

number in another data block, and to write out diagnostic

statements whenever one cannot be found.

SEEK1 Subroutine of TRUST for finding an identification number

of a material, node, or boundary node in a block item list.

SEEK2 Subroutine of TRUST for finding the identification numbers

of a pair of nodes in a block item list.

SPECK Subroutine of TRUST for flow between special nodes

and other nodes or boundary nodes. Iterates to solve set

of implicit difference equations when special nodes are

connected to each other. Skipped if NOSPEC = 0.

SURE Subroutine of TRUST for flow between surface nodes, or

boundary nodes. Uses data from BLOCKS 6 and 7. Treats

all surface nodes as regular nodes. See SPECK. (Optional,

skipped if M6 or M7 is zero). Skipped if NOSCON = 0.

TALLY Subroutine of TRUST for initialization, totaling and

checking results, finding new DELTMX and DELT, converting

regular to special nodes, testing for ending the problem.

Uses data from BLOCKS 1 and 9.

TALLY1 Entry point in TALLY for punching BLOCK 9 cards or writing

to a file.

THERM Subroutine of TRUST for material properties and node

descriptions. Uses data from BLOCKS 2 and 4;

TRUST A computer program for transient and steady state potential

distributions in multidimensional systems with conduction,

flow generation, and variable properties and boundary

conditions. Also for reading in TRUST control cards,

problem name cards, block number cards, data end cards,

and making subroutine calls for data input and time step

calculations. Controls problem interruption and restart.
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